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Abstract. For facilitating users from information overloading by finding recent

trends in twitter, several techniques are proposed. However, most of these techniques

need to process extensive data. Therefore, in this paper, a geofencing-based recent

trends identification technique is proposed, which acquires data based on a geofence.

Afterwards, they are cleaned and the weight of these tweet data is calculated. For

that, the frequency of tweet texts and hashtags are taken into account along with a

boosting factor. Thereafter, they are ranked to recommend recent trends to the user.

This proposed technique is applied in developing a system using Java and python. It

is compared with other relevant systems, where it demonstrates that the performance

of the proposed system is comparable. Over and above, since the proposed system

integrates geofencing feature, it is more preferable over other systems.

1. Introduction

Since microblogging social media platforms including Twitter, FriendFeed, Dailybooth,

and Tumblr have become a popular communication and information search tool, the

social content recommendation has risen to a new dimension [1]. Among these platforms,

twitter data are preferred by most of the researchers or industries due to its large volume

of users — around 321 million claimed monthly users [2] — which produce a large volume

of data. Although, these data provide us with a “gold-mine” of real-world information;

they lead us to an enormous problem, called information overload [3]. Due to this, the

most important, interesting, and relevant tweets remain unnoticed by the users. For

more details, if an active user follows 80 users on an average, s/he may receive around

1000 tweets on an average [4]. Among these, many are personal or irrelevant tweets that

are unworthy of reading.
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To tackle this issue, twitter has introduced the hashtag — a word or a phrase

without spaces prefixed with the hash symbol; and hence, the name. It facilitates to

spreads trendy topics quickly among millions of users. Again, there remain several other

important trends unidentified due to improper or no tagging. To overcome this issue,

several researchers have proposed various solutions, e.g., URL recommendations for

twitters, organizing trending topics in the user’s timeline, recommending followers and

tweets, personalized recommendation of twitter tweets [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, only a few

techniques are proposed that identifies trends based on geofencing — a virtual perimeter

for a real-world geographic area — which are taken into account during experimental

evaluations in Section 2. Again, most of these techniques do not take both hashtag and

twitter text into consideration for discovering recent trends.

Therefore, in this paper, a geofencing-based recent trends identification technique

is proposed utilizing twitter data. In the proposed technique, both hashtags and twitter

texts are examined to identify the recent trends. The objective of this work is to assist

people by offering them the most relevant and interesting trends based on geofencing;

and thus, save valuable searching time for those from the ocean of data. In addition,

the proposed technique also ranks the identified trends to facilitate the selection.

The rest of the subsequent sections of this paper are organized as follows. The

most relevant techniques to the proposed technique are discussed in Section 2 with

their known limitations and/or features to establish the necessity of proposing a new

such technique. The details of the proposed technique are mentioned in Section 3.

Afterwards, the performance of the proposed technique is evaluated with the relevant

experiments in Section 4. This paper ends with concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Emotion identification employing hashtag remains an important research area to

investigate. In [10], the authors endeavor to identify the emotions of different human

being during crisis period. They collected tweets of various subjects after the hurricane

sandy, which is considered as the deadliest, the most destructive, and the strongest

hurricane of the 2012 Atlantic hurricane season. This research focuses only on analyzing

the tweets of the victims to identify their emotions over the crisis. Again, in [13],

another research is conducted to identify students’ emotions employing twitter data.

Generally, it has been observed that students cannot express their emotions to their

teacher. Therefore, they prefer social media as their platform to express their emotions.

In this paper, the students’ tweets are acquired and data mining techniques are applied

for identifying their emotions. However, the proposed technique would analyze the

tweets to find the contemporary trends of a certain geographical location.

For identifying the emotions and moral relationship between them, twitter data are

analyzed in [11]. Here, the authors gathered a vast amount of data from the social media.

Later, they are transformed into a meaningful data. Afterwards, they are analyzed for

better understanding of the audiences’ emotions even before an event occurs. However,
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in this paper, a vast amount of data is gathered to identify the most relevant current

trends which is happening in a virtual geographical location or geofence.

Twitter data are also used to identify human behavior over the social network.

In [12], a such study is performed where data from Cyworld are acquired. Afterwards,

they are analyzed to identify until what extent people nowadays are involved in social

media and how they behave over the social network. However, the proposed technique

crawls over twitter tweets to analyze trend behavior over the social network.

In [5], a technique is proposed that can identify and recommend personalized trends

to the users to aid them from searching a huge number of tweets. This proposed

technique utilized term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-idf) to identify the

most important term along with collaborative filtering. However, although our proposed

technique utilizes tf-idf to identify the important terms, hashtag also plays an important

role in identifying the recent trends. Again, the geofencing-based identification, which

is necessary for the reducing number of data as well as the processing time and focus

on user interest reign, make the proposed technique distinguish over other existing

technique.

3. Proposed Technique

The proposed technique is divided into three phases, namely i)data acquisition, ii) recent

trend identification, and iii) recommending recent trends and topic-based searching. All

these phases are explained in details below.

3.1. Data Acquisition

Since the proposed technique identifies the recent trends based on geofencing, data must

be acquired from the Twitter accordingly. Generally, tweet data are global; therefore, it

is necessary to acquire data in such a way that it enables geofencing. In this proposed

technique, tweet data are acquired using tweepy library, which is a python library that

can acquire real time data. Afterwards, the desired location is set before acquiring the

data. All the data are acquired in json format in a . json file. Then, they are converted

to .CSV (Comma Separated Value) file and stored in a MySql database.

3.2. Recent Trends Identification

The process of recent trends identification starts with fetching tweets from the database,

where tweets in English is only taken into account. Afterwards, stopwords, emojis, and

URLs are removed from the tweet data. Let us called this as “tweet text” to distinguish

it from the tweet data.

These tweet texts are further examined to identify the hashtags since they are

incorporated to facilitate users in finding messages with a specific theme or content.

It is possible to identify many recent trends analyzing these hashtags as demonstrated

in [1]. In the proposed technique, they also play an important role in identifying the
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Figure 1: Steps of the proposed technique

recent trends along with other factors, which are mentioned below. Hashtags are easy

to identify in a tweet text since all of them are structured and start with the ”#” sign.

After discovering all the hashtags from a tweet text, they are removed and saved in a

list, λh.

Afterwards, all the nouns and verbs are identified and extracted from a tweet text;

and for that, the wordnet library [17] is utilized. Later, only these nouns and verbs

are considered as the representative of the entire tweet text and saved in a list, λs.

Afterwards, the frequency of each tweet text is calculated to contribute in finding the

recent trends. In the proposed technique, it is performed in the following way. Each

extracted tweet text is passed to a function where a key is generated and associated

with it and checked the existence of that key in a list, λk, which saved two-tuple data

— the key and its associated count. If it is a unique key, it is appended to the list with

initializing the count to 1; otherwise, the count is increased by 1. The same procedure

is also followed for the hashtags in λh.

Then, to identify the recent trends, a matching between the hashtags and the

tweeter texts are performed. Since the structure of a tweet text is different (i.e., a

sentence) from that of hashtags; therefore, a substring-based matching is conducted. If
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for finding the trends from twitter data

1: String tweets = ””, hash-tags = ””, all tweets

2: for (i← 0 to last row of the tweet table)

3: str[i] ← str[i].removeAll(comma,dots , colon

etc)

4: str[i] ← str[i].removeAll(extra white space to

single space)

5: new str[array]← str[i].split(’single space’)

6: for (j ← 0 to last index of new str)

7: if new str[j].startsWith(”@http”) or

new str[j].startsWith(”http”) then

8: new str[j]← ””

9: else

10: tweets+ = new str[j]

11: end if

12: if new str[j].startsWith(”#”) then

13: λh+ = new str[j]

14: else

15: tweets+ = new str[j]

16: end if

17: end for

18: nt[array]← tweets.split(singlespace)

19: for (m← 0 to last index of new tweets)

20: if nt[m] is ’Noun’ then

21: nt[m]← synonym[0].(nt[m])

22: λs+ = nt[m]

23: else

24: λs+ = ””

25: end if

26: if nt[m] is ’Verb’ then

27: nt[m]← synonym[0].(nt[m])

28: λs+ = nt[m] + ”.”

29: else

30: λs+ = ””

31: end if

32: end for

33: sentence[array]← λs.split(fullstop)

34: for (k ← 0 to last index of sentence)

35: generate unique Key for similar sentence

36: if same unique Key then

37: count+ = 1

38: λs(key, count)

39: else

40: count← 1

41: λs(key, count)

42: end if

43: end for

44: for (k ← 0 to last index of λh)

45: generate unique Key for similar hashtags

46: if same unique Key then

47: count+ = 1

48: λh(sentence, count)

49: else

50: count← 1

51: λh(hashtag, count)

52: end if

53: end for

54: for (p← 0 to last λs)

55: tw[array]← λs[p].sentence.split(singlespace)

56: for (q ← 0 to last λh)

57: if HTL.hashtag.matches(λs[p].sentence)

then

58: λs[p].count ∗ = α

59: end if

60: end for

61: end for

62: end for

a matched found, the count of that tweet text is recalculated as follows:

κ′
t = κt × (α× κh) (1)

where, κt is the previous frequency count, κ′
t is the new frequency count, κh is the count

of the hashtag, and α is a constant, which is utilized as the boosting factor. The value

of α must be more than 1. As could be observed by Equation 1 is that when a tweet

text or a substring of a tweet text is matched with a hashtag, its frequency is increased

at least α times of the existing count. The justification of this increment is that it has

been observed that hashtags are the most influential terms in a tweet data that carry

recent trend related information as demonstrated in [1]. All these steps of the proposed

technique are illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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(a) Java based GUI for the trends

analysis system
(b) GUI for providing search terms

(c) Data found from database related

to the search term

(d) Graphical representation of search

term’s occurrences

Figure 2: Four print-screens of the implemented system that is based on the geofencing-

based proposed technique.

3.3. Recommending Recent Trends and Topic-based Searching

After calculating frequencies of all the tweet texts, they are ranked based on their

frequency counts. Among them, only top-N trends are recommended to the users. For

that, any advanced sorting technique would be adequate. However, in our case, a quick

sort is utilized since its time complexity is O(nlog(n)).

Again, in the developed system employing the proposed technique, an option of

searching any specific topic is also integrated. For that, a topic needs to be provided in

the system. Afterwards, a search is initiated to match the topic with the tweets. Then

it provides date wise count of that specific word.

4. Experimental Evaluation

A system has been implemented following Algorithm 1. Using the system, a user can

search a topic or all the recent trends between a date or any term related within an

epoch can be visualized as demonstrated in Figure 2. The system was developed in

Java and python for the cross platform advantage; thus, this system can be employed

in any platform. Once the data is loaded into the system, it takes a minimal time to
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Table 1: Comparison between Three popular system and our system

keyhole tweetreach tweetbinder proposed

system
Search Type hash tag based hash tag and

keyword based

hash tag and

keyword based

hash tag,

keywords and

geo location

based

Licensing paid and free

with minimal

feature

paid and free

with minimal

feature

paid and free

with minimal

feature

will be

open-sourced

after

publication of

the paper
Accuracy 90% on free

version and

stored data

95% on free

version and

stored data

95% on free

version and

stored data

95% on stored

data with geo

location,

hashtags and

keywords

identify and visualize the data.

To find out the effectiveness of the developed system, it is compared with

other three most relevant existing systems, namely keyhole [14], tweetreach [15], and

tweetbinder [16]. Here, it is noteworthy to mention that all these systems are freemium

systems, i.e., some features of these systems are free and some of them are premium.

For our experimental evaluation, a location has been chosen for acquiring data for a

period of time where some important events have taken place. In this paper, Bangladesh

is chosen as the geofencing location. Again, we have tested different keywords in the free

versions of the aforementioned. The results are noted in Table 1. As it could be observed

from the table is that tweetreach, tweetbinder, and the proposed system demonstrate

comparable performance, i.e., 95% accuracy, which is well over keyhole system with

90% accuracy. However, since the proposed system integrates geofencing for finding the

recent trends, it requires only limited data to store and process; and thus, preferable over

other techniques. Full system implementation can be found at the following repository

hosted on github.com. Repository link: https://github.com/ping543f/A-Geofencing-

based-Recent-Trends-Identification-from-Twitter-Data.git

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a geofencing-based recent trends identification technique using

twitter data. In the proposed technique, data are acquired based on the geofence.

Afterwards, they are cleaned and the weight of each tweet text is calculated based

on the frequency of itself and substring matching of hashtags. Then, they are ranked
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to recommend to the user. The proposed technique is applied to developed a system

in Java and python and is compared with other relevant systems. The experimental

results demonstrate that the performance of the proposed system is comparable with

other compared systems. However, due to its geofencing feature, it is more preferable

over other systems.
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